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“Look with favour upon a bold beginning.” —Virgil

A Cultural
Immersion

Helping international
students prepare for the
American classroom
GSAS’s annual English Language Program,
offered by invitation to incoming international students during the summer before
their Harvard careers begin, is an intensive
immersion into the ways of the American
classroom and the eccentricities of the
US idiom and culture. Students who enroll
are asked to make a real commitment to
preparing themselves as future scholars
and teachers at Harvard. In return for four
weeks of class and discussion time — and
not a few long nights of homework — they
gain lasting benefits: a more confident
grasp of English, scholarly tools and
resources, an understanding of GSAS,
Harvard, and the US, and — perhaps most
important — friendships to help ease
their transition. We asked three ELP 2011
students about their experiences at ELP
and Harvard.
Yi-fan Zhang,
People’s Republic
of China, Biological
Sciences in Dental
Medicine
Why did you decide
to do your graduate
work here?

The PhD programs in the US are perhaps
the most rigorous ones in the world,
which will give me a systematic and wellrounded training as a scholar. I chose
Harvard because —first, I heard so many
nice things about Boston. The history,
culture as well as natural surroundings are
certainly very attractive. And the Harvard
Integrated Life Sciences program enables
me to jump out of my comfort zone (oral
biology) and immerse myself in a more
interdisciplinary academic community.
What’s been your biggest challenge?

Lots of my fellow students are surprised
by the workload of ELP. So I am trying my
best to adjust to the busy life of a graduate
student, learning to prioritize the tasks and
organize my life. Try to get job done and, at
the same time, sleep and eat properly.
Continued on page 5
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Bittersweet
Symphony
PhD student
Carla Martin blogs
about chocolate —
and finds it’s not
all sweet. p.3

Your
New Digs
Welcome to GSAS!

Dudley House,
the GSAS
Student Center

At Harvard, GSAS has the largest population of international students, representing at least 83 countries. GSAS
students also come from each of the 50 US states.

Established in 1872, GSAS is the only school at Harvard that
grants the phd.
GSAS offers PhDs in 57 programs, departments, and
divisions. It also offers a select number of terminal master’s
degrees.

As a GSAS student, you’ll play a significant role in shaping
harvard’s undergraduate educational experience.
1,400 of you will be teaching fellows each term, and more than
100 of you will be resident tutors in the Houses or proctors in the
freshman dorms each year.

16 of those PhD programs are interfaculty, which is
Harvard-speak for “jointly run by GSAS and another Harvard
graduate school.”

GSAS alumni take leading positions in governments,
institutions, and universities around the world.
Here is a small sampling of that impressive population:

But your degree is still a gsas phd!
Together with Harvard College, GSAS is part of the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences, Harvard’s largest division. FAS also
includes the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, the
Division of Continuing Education, and libraries and museums.

n Margaret Atwood, AM ’62, novelist
n Jill Ker Conway, PhD ’69, memoirist, former Smith College

president

Is your program based at the Medical School, or at SEAS? Plan to
spend a lot of time at Gund, or HKS, or the Sensory Ethnography
Lab? Are you interested in ethics, energy policy, or global
health? PhD students are amazingly interdisciplinary.

n Paul Farmer, PhD ’90, founder of Partners in Health (and an

HSPS faculty member)
n Maxine Kumin, AM ’48, Pulitzer Prize–winning poet
n Martha Nussbaum, PhD ’75, philosopher, public intellectual

Want to meet the gsas dean? he’s allan brandt, the
Amalie Moses Kass Professor of the History of Medicine at
Harvard Medical School and a professor of the history of
science at FAS. He’s at University Hall, in Harvard Yard.

n Roger Myerson, PhD ’76, Nobel Prize–winning economist
n Elaine Pagels, PhD ’70, historian of religion
n Sebastian Pinera, PhD ’76, president of Chile
n Jeffrey Sachs, PhD ’80, director of the Earth Institute at

Want to find your GSAS financial aid officer, or the dean of
students, garth mccavana? They’re at GSAS’s administrative home base, on the third floor of Holyoke Center.
GSAS received some 12,000 applications last year. Roughly
9 percent were accepted. if you’re reading this, you’re
talented, motivated, and intellectually curious —
some of the qualities that make GSAS great.

p u l lo u t

Columbia
n Ruth Simmons, PhD ’73, president of Brown University
n Andrew Sullivan, PhD ’90, journalist, blogger,

The Daily Beast
n Edward O. Wilson, PhD ’55, sociobiologist and

naturalist (and FAS faculty member)
n Fareed Zakaria, PhD ’93, CNN foreign affairs

specialist and editor-at-large of Time magazine.

Dudley

Cantabrigia

Research Brief

Discover Dudley
A whimsical
pull-out map
of Cambridge
and Longwood
highlights
p.6

Kick off the year
with Dudley’s
biggest party!
Friday, August
26, open house
at 7, party
at 9:30. p.9

Social Networking
Two GSAS
scholars are
Berkman
fellows this year.
p.5
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Harvard News Office

Getting in Touch

with GSAS

Allan M. Brandt

GSAS Dean Allan M. Brandt establishes Graduate
School policy, guided by the Committee on Graduate
Education and the Educational Policy Committee.
University Hall, 3 North
617-496-1464
GSAS Administrative Dean Margot N. Gill
implements Graduate School policy, supervising the
day-to-day operation of the GSAS staff.
Holyoke Center 350
617-495-1814

Garth McCavana

Rise Shepsle

Ellen Fox

Cynthia Verba

Russell Berg

Sheila Thomas

Doreen and Jim
Hogle

Susan Zawalich

The GSAS Office of Student Affairs is responsible
for the welfare of graduate students. It monitors their
academic status, progress, and discipline.
Garth McCavana, Dean for Student Affairs
Rise Shepsle, Assistant Dean of Student Affairs
Holyoke Center 350
617-495-1814
studaff@fas.harvard.edu
The GSAS Office of Student Services offers
confidential assistance with any personal or academic
concern, from adjusting to graduate school to forming
an effective relationship with an advisor to managing
your time.
Ellen Fox, Director of Student Services
Dudley House B2
617-495-5005
stuserv@fas.harvard.edu
The GSAS Office of Fellowships provides a range of
services to assist graduate students with fellowship funding and professional development, including individual
counseling and group workshops.
Cynthia Verba, Director of Fellowships
Holyoke Center 350
617-495-1814
The GSAS Office of Admissions and Financial Aid
oversees admissions and aid for the 57 departments,
programs, and divisions of GSAS. Financial aid officers
help students plan their budgets and coordinate their aid
during graduate school.
Russell Berg, Associate Dean
Holyoke Center 350
617-495-5315
The GSAS Office of Diversity and Minority
Affairs helps guide recruiting and retention efforts for
the Graduate School, working to enroll and support a
student body that reflects the diversity of contemporary
society.
Sheila Thomas, Assistant Dean
Stephanie Parsons, Minority Recruitment Officer
Holyoke Center 350
617-495-5315
Dudley House is a hub of social and intellectual
activities designed by and for graduate students. It also
houses the Dudley Café (the GSAS dining hall) and the
Café Gato Rojo, a student-run coffee shop.
Jim and Doreen Hogle, House Masters
Susan Zawalich, House Administrator
http://www.dudley.harvard.edu
617-495-2255
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Celebrating chocolate — and exploring its complex socioeconomic and sustainability issues —
Carla Martin turns a culinary passion into a scholarly analysis by jennifer doody

Early-Term Calendar
August 26, Friday. Discover Dudley
August 30, Tuesday, 5–7 p.m. Special Students and Visiting Fellows
Reception, Faculty Club Reading Room
August 31, Wednesday. Fall term begins. First meeting of classes.
September 5, Monday. Labor Day (no classes)
September 6, Tuesday. 20th Annual Minority Student Kick-off Dinner
September 8, Thursday. 9 a.m.–5 p.m. Final study cards for the fall
term due in Dudley House, Lehman Hall.
n Note: There is a late fee of $40 for each week that study cards
are late. Cards filed after September 8 must bear the instructor’s
signature for each course listed.
n Degree candidates taking a language course SAT/UNS should see
Grade and Examination Requirements, SAT/UNS, in chapter V of
GSAS Handbook
(www.gsas.harvard.edu/handbook).
September 10, Saturday. GSAS Cookout, on the museum lawns
(Oxford Street).
September 15, Thursday.
n Last day on which GSAS degree candidates may cancel their registration for the fall term without payment of tuition.
n Tuition and health-care fees will be removed from the term bills
of all GSAS degree candidates who are not registered by this date.
n Approved dissertations due in the Registrar’s office, 20 Garden
Street, for November degrees.
September 30, Friday. The fall (or full-year) enrollment deadline
for dependent health coverage, and enrollment deadline for dental
insurance.

in the department of african and
African American Studies — in between
writing her dissertation on Cape Verde and
finishing a secondary field in ethnomusicology — Carla Martin has launched a successful blog that cultivates a passion for what
at first seems an entirely unrelated (and far
sweeter) subject: chocolate.
“Chocolate is my truest dessert love, and
I’ve had a hopeless sweet tooth for as long
as I can remember,” Martin says. “I can only
blame my hippie parents, who, in an attempt
to wean me from my beloved pacifier at the
ripe old age of four, bribed me with a candy
bar. I gave up the pacifier cold turkey.”
Martin developed her blog (www.bittersweetnotes.com) not only to celebrate “the
beauty and creativity of chocolate making,”
but also to explore issues of “racial and socioeconomic injustice, responsible ecological development, (and) honesty in production and marketing.” Since creating the blog
in February, Martin quickly realized that
others shared her lifelong fascination.
“Chocolate seems to get our imaginations
running,” Martin says. “Once I really focused
in on research, chocolate started showing
up on my radar at every turn. It’s constantly
referenced in books, TV, and movies; there’s
an onslaught of advertisement from large
chocolate companies; we spend billions of dollars on it every year; and there’s a busy world
of chocolate and candy review blogs that highlight our collective obsession.
“We imbue chocolate with many different meanings and powers,” she continues.
“It’s an aphrodisiac; it inspires creativity
and romance; it’s comforting; it’s celebratory, it’s a healing food, and so on. Its many
flavors, scents, and appearances are wonderfully rich and diverse.”
As a scholar, Martin’s obsession with
chocolate goes far beyond what’s on the
dessert plate. “Unfortunately, by the time
chocolate arrives in our hands, it is vastly
transformed and consumers have very little
information about its origins,” she says.
“Many industry experts state that only
about 1% of the chocolate that we consume
in the U.S. is produced under ethical labor
practices. Workers on many cacao planta-

tions put in long hours for very little pay
and receive inadequate health care. There is
also the grave problem of child labor, sometimes even forced child labor, especially in
the West African cocoa sector.” Martin also
notes that chocolate production has an even
grimmer backstory, as “historically, the cocoa industry relied heavily on slave labor.”
While her dissertation focuses on the
politics of language and music in Cape Verde
and the Cape Verdean diaspora, Martin hopes
that “my work on chocolate will become my
next big research project. Interestingly, many
of the prominent themes in my dissertation —
race, gender, postcolonialism, popular media,
notions of purity vs. hybridity, the politics of
representation, and anthropological ethics —
are equally important to understanding the
story of chocolate.”
Standards and norms for chocolate vary
widely from one part of the world to another,
Martin says. “In Europe, there is a greater appreciation for fine, dark chocolate than here in
the US; in Latin America and the Caribbean,
many enjoy delicious chocolate drinks made
with spices. In South Asia, chocolate has only
recently become a popular treat, informed by
local flavor preferences — chocolate bonbons
with rose water or curry added, for example.”
In Africa, home to “the world’s largestscale cacao cultivation,” Martin says, almost
all available chocolate is imported, sold by
large companies like Kraft Foods or Mars.
Martin notes the irony, adding that “many
cacao plantation workers have never even
tasted the chocolate that eventually results
from their labor.”
Martin’s fascination with chocolate even led
her to train as a chocolatier at Ecole Chocolat,
which offers an innovative online curriculum
for professional chocolate makers. “Studying as a chocolatier helped me to gain greater
confidence when working with chocolate in the
kitchen, and also opened my eyes to how very
much more I have to learn.” Martin says.
She’d ultimately like to learn how to produce chocolate from bean to bar. “Chocolate
makers producing directly from the bean can
take the important step of cultivating relationships with cacao farmers that are founded on
mutual respect,” she says.

Courtesy Carla Martin

Margot N. Gill

Bittersweet
Symphony

PhD student
Carla Martin,
in Portugal last
year, conducting
dissertation research
and searching
for chocolate.

Challenges and Choices:
The History and Future of New England’s Forests
A Talk by David Foster, Director of the Harvard Forest

◗ Wednesday, September 14, 6 p.m. I Harvard Museum of Natural History, 24 Oxford Street, Cambridge

Today forests cover 80 percent of the New England landscape yet are underappreciated for the vast array of human benefits they provide. Forests filter our air and water, provide local wood products, sustain
wildlife, and give us places to hike and play. But now, for the first time in almost 200 years, forest cover is
declining in every New England state due to widespread environmental and land-use change. Join David
Foster for a talk that draws on a century of research at the Harvard Forest to explore the challenges and
choices we face in planning our forests’ future.
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martha stewart
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Continued from page 1
What’s been the most fun or exciting
thing so far?

In all, it is meeting bright students from
all over the world of different disciplines.
I appreciate the different approaches
people take when dealing with the same
question. Harvard is truly an international
institution.

YEARS

Jeong-Mo Choi,
Republic of
Korea, Chemistry
What are your scholarly interests?

October 27, 2011
Mark your calendars for a day of
festivity in honor of the 20th
anniversary of Dudley House as
the student center for the
Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences!
Join the GSAS and FAS Deans,
along with other Harvard leaders,
for a daylong party that will
celebrate not only the House
itself, but the central role that
graduate students play in the
Harvard community.
Also on hand will be some of the
GSAS alums who — back in 1991
— envisioned a graduate student
experience that included a central
place on campus for intellectual,
social, or recreational meet-ups
outside of the lab or library.

Heisuke Hironaka,
Nell Irvin Painter,
Richard Wall Lyman,
and Jeffrey Hoffman

High Honors

The biggest challenge is, maybe obviously,
English. This is my first time living in the
US, and also my first time using English
from morning to night. I love to chat with
friends; usually I have a lot to say when I
am with my friends, but it is not so easy for
me to use proper expressions via a foreign
language. Furthermore, talking with various people requires me to understand all
different accents, but I’m not that familiar
with dialects and foreign accents, so this is
also a challenging problem.

Celebrating the lasting impact of four outstanding alumni
Each year, the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences honors a
select group of Harvard University’s most accomplished alumni
by awarding the Centennial Medal. First bestowed in June of
1989, on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the founding of
the Graduate School, the Centennial Medal recognizes alumni for
their significant and lasting contributions.
The 2011 medal was awarded on May 25, in a ceremony at the
Harvard Faculty Club.

Solving the Big Problems
Heisuke Hironaka, PhD ’60, mathematics
Heisuke Hironaka is that rare scholar whose professional successes are made up almost equally of groundbreaking discoveries
in his field and efforts to bring the excitement of such discoveries
to life for younger generations.
A mathematician who trained under Harvard’s influential
Oscar Zariski, Hironaka went on to become one of the leading algebraic geometers of his time. He rose to fame in 1964 for his work on
the “resolution of singularities,” one of the most fundamental, and
most difficult, problems in mathematics. He won the Fields Medal,
often called the Nobel Prize of mathematics, in 1970 for that work.
Hironaka became a celebrity in Japan after he was presented
with the Order of Culture Award by the Emperor in 1975. He
wrote 26 popular books on science, education, creative thinking,
and mathematics, and he ran summer math seminars for high
school and college students in Japan and the US. He founded
the Japanese Association of Mathematical Sciences to support
graduate study abroad by Japanese mathematicians. According
to Shing-Tung Yau, the chair of Harvard’s Mathematics Department, Hironaka’s fundraising efforts on behalf of the association,
which even included TV commercials, resulted in major support
from corporations such as Mitsubishi and Fuji, and eventually
the Japanese government.
“In the 1980s there were few domestic grant opportunities
for foreign travel or exchange,” says Yau. “Today, one can see
the fruits of Hironaka’s efforts in the number of former JAMS
fellows who have become professors of mathematics across the
United States and Japan.”

Trailblazing in the Next Frontier
Jeffrey Alan Hoffman, PhD ’71, astrophysics
To say that Jeffrey Hoffman has traveled far since his days as a
graduate student at Harvard would be a gross understatement.
To be more exact, he has traveled more than 21.5 million miles,
as an astronaut on five Space Shuttle missions. Along the way he
rescued one of astronomy’s most important assets and brought
alive the excitement of space exploration to several generations of
impatiently earthbound students.
Between 1978, when he was part of the first group of astronauts chosen for NASA’s new Shuttle program, and 1997, when
he retired from the astronaut corps to become NASA’s European
representative, Hoffman logged more than 1,200 hours in space.
His most important mission came in 1993. “The entire astronomical community will always be indebted to Jeff Hoffman for
his principal role in the correction of the optical system of the
Hubble Space Telescope,” says Giovanni Fazio, a senior physicist
at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory and a lecturer in
the Astronomy Department. “After that very successful repair,”
Fazio continues, “observations made by the Hubble Space Telescope have revolutionized our view of the universe.”
Hoffman’s knack for reaching the highest heights first showed
itself in his dissertation project, when, in the early days of gammaray astronomy, he built a cosmic gamma-ray detector that was flown
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What’s been your biggest challenge?

from a very-high-altitude balloon over Argentina. Now, as Professor
of the Practice of Aerospace Engineering in the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, his curriculum is full of similar flights of
fancy — and unparalleled opportunities for students.

Leadership in Crisis and in Calm
Richard Wall Lyman, PhD ’54, history
When Richard Lyman arrived at Stanford as an associate professor of history in 1958, Stanford Magazine recalls, the sleepy campus prompted a colleague to comment that anyone in search of
intellectual excitement would have to travel 50 miles to Berkeley.
By the time Lyman became Stanford’s Provost, in 1967, and
President, in 1970, that tranquility was a thing of the past. He was
confronted with some of the most contentious campus protests
of a volatile era, as student activists rose up against the Vietnam
War, military research activities, and University governance.
Through it all, Lyman charted a steady course, helping Stanford
endure the tumult and grow in academic prominence.
“His capacity to deal with episodes that involved confrontation, threat, and abusive language was a remarkable triumph of
patience and reason,” says Donald Kennedy, a fellow Harvard
PhD who succeeded Lyman as President of Stanford in 1980,
when Lyman left to become president of the Rockefeller Foundation, a position he held until 1988.
Walter Falcon, who succeeded Lyman as director of Stanford’s Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies in 1991
(and who also holds a Harvard PhD), praises his “integrity, his
Maine-like common sense and humor, and his personal empathy
combined with his analytic toughness. Many Stanford colleagues
remember Dick for his firm guidance of the University during
the chaos of the early 1970s. I remember him most for the role
he played in removing barricades of a different sort — the walls
around departments and schools — thereby facilitating new
forms of interdepartmental research and teaching.”

What’s been the most fun/most
exciting thing so far?

I met many friends from different fields
of academia and different cultures. Even
when we are not in a classroom, we share
ideas and knowledge. All discussions are
delivered in a polite and tolerant way. For
example, once I discussed a historical
issue of East Asia, with friends from China
and Japan. We confirmed many differences in our historical viewpoints, mainly
given in our different school educations,
but nobody used a single offensive word.
We accepted our differences, and showed
respect to other thoughts. I have hardly
ever seen this kind of discussion.

Why did you decide
to do your graduate
work here?

I decided to come to the
US for my graduate studies because I like the fact that it is a compact
5-year program, whereas in Germany, usually
the master’s and doctoral program are separate. I decided to come to Harvard primarily
because of the enthusiastic faculty who
interviewed me and convinced me that Harvard is a place at which I can feel comfortable
for the next years.

Painting U.S. History in Vivid Hues
Nell Irvin Painter, PhD ’74, history
As a historian, teacher, cultural critic, and now in a budding career
as an artist, Nell Irvin Painter has approached the world around her
with an uncommon empathy and a gift for bold strokes.
Her instinct has been to value and connect the experiences of
those historically undervalued actors in the American narrative:
black people, native people, women, working people, and poor
people. Her inclusivity has led to the creation of a new way of
doing history.
Painter is the Edwards Professor of American History,
Emerita, at Princeton University, where she was the director of
the Program in African American Studies from 1997 to 2000.
Her books include Creating Black Americans (Oxford University
Press, 2006), Southern History Across the Color Line (University of
North Carolina Press, 2002), and The History of White People
(W. W. Norton, 2010).
“Where historians are taught to build by tearing down, Nell
Painter has always exemplified an alternative model,” says one
former doctoral advisee, Walter Johnson, now the Winthrop Professor of History and Professor of African and African American
Studies at Harvard. “Her scholarship and teaching are characterized by a sort of everyday veneration: for the scholars like W. E.
B. Du Bois, Carter Woodson, and Herbert Guman who pointed
the way in black history; for the slaves, the coal miners, and the
caretakers whose labor built the United States; for the communists, the convicts, and lonely visionaries who bore the stigma of
wanting it to be a better, brighter, more humane place.”

Two GSAS scholars are among the 2011–12 class of fellows recently announced by the Berkman
Center for Internet & Society, an influential research center based at Harvard Law School that
explores and studies cyberspace, as well as pioneers its development.

For Kevin Lewis, an advanced PhD
student in sociology, becoming a
Berkman Fellow means the opportunity to connect with the center’s diverse and supportive community. “I
was absolutely thrilled to learn that
I had been selected,” Lewis says. “I
have been fortunate enough to have
a number of productive exchanges
with the scholars at the Berkman
Center over the past few years, and
their feedback and guidance have
been invaluable.”
Lewis’s research, which focuses
on the phenomenon of online dating, has “received extremely little
academic attention to date, especially among sociologists,” he says.
“In theoretical terms, online dating
offers us a unique opportunity to
study social boundaries in society:
what types of people are we willing
to consider as romantic partners,
and therefore what types of social
divisions characterize our intimate
relationships? Online dating is a tremendously important phenomenon.
While some stigma remains, online
dating has transitioned from being
a marginalized social practice to
one of the primary ways that singles
meet today.”
Dennis Y. Tenen, PhD ’11, compara-

tive literature, says his research at
the Berkman Center and at its new
digital humanities affiliate, metaLAB,
will fall roughly into two categories.
“The first is theoretical,” he says. “I
am collecting a series of essays into
a book, tentatively titled You Might

Also Like: Value, Authority, and
Reputation in Post-Print Culture,
which will explore the emerging
mechanisms of cultural filtration
— suggestion engines, reputation
trackers, online product reviews,
star rating systems, like buttons, and
similar technologies of valuation.
“The second facet of my work is
applied, having to do with literary data
mining and perhaps developing some
fun and useful text visualization toys.
I like to think of this mode of scholarship as ‘experimental criticism.’”
Tenen, who will join the English faculty at Columbia in 2012 as an assistant
professor of new media and digital
humanities, is also motivated to refocus
humanities scholars to not only analyze,
but also become active, in cyberspace. “I
have started talking to the Department
of Comparative Literature about teaching a hands-on class or a workshop in
the literature concentration next year,”
Tenen says.
In announcing the new crop of fellows, Berkman Executive Director Urs
Gasser calls the fellowship program
“a central element of the Berkman
Center’s DNA and a constant source
of inspiration and innovation. This
outstanding group will help us in deepening our understanding of cyberspace, addressing some of its hardest
problems, and ultimately shaping its
future in important ways.”
— Jennifer Doody

“While some stigma
remains, online dating
has transitioned from
being a marginalized
social practice to one
of the primary ways
that singles meet
today.” —Kevin Lewis

Read more about the
Berkman Center:
cyber.law.harvard.edu/

Christina Saak,
Germany, Molecular &
Cellular Biology

What’s been biggest challenge so
far—about life in the US, and/or
about Harvard?

Since I had already gone to school in
Colorado Springs for half a year, I had
an idea of what to expect when I came
to the USA. The biggest challenge about
Harvard so far has been finding my way
around the relatively big campus, since
the university at which I pursued my
undergraduate studies, Jacobs University Bremen, is a small institution with a
small campus.
leah davis (3); istockphoto

Celebrate
Dudley’s 20th!

My primary research
interest is theoretical
and computational
chemistry, and there are some famous and
wonderful researchers in Harvard — Alan
Aspuru-Guzik, Eric J. Heller, and Eugene I.
Shakhnovich.

Two GSAS Scholars Among New
Class of Berkman Center Fellows

What’s been the most fun/most
exciting thing so far?

So far, the most interesting part was the
campus tour and learning about the history of Harvard. It is very exciting to be at
such a history-charged place.

The Harvard Course in Reading
and Study Strategies
Bureau of Study Counsel
5 Linden Street
617-495-2581
bsc.harvard.edu

Through readings, films, and classroom exercises, students learn to
read more purposefully, selectively, and with greater speed and
comprehension. A 10-day course, for one hour a day over a
period of two weeks.
Cost: $25 for GSAS students. Register in person or
by phone.
Fall sessions:
September 19–30,
Monday to Friday, 8–9 a.m.
September 26–October 7,
Monday to Friday, 4–5 p.m.
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Jonathan Ruel (5)

Don’t Miss!

20
YEARS

Our Dudley House picks of the month. For more events, outings,
and gatherings, go to www.dudley.harvard.edu.

Katherine Baldiga

Rowan Dorin

Jennifer Hou

Jack Huizenga

Viktoriia Liublinska

Section Stars

Dudley’s Targeted Mailing Lists

Interested in the arts? Want to play intramural sports or plug into upcoming concerts? Sign up for
Dudley’s program-specific mailing lists to get targeted events delivered to your inbox.
◆ Visit www.dudley.harvard.edu.

Meet the 2011 Recipients of the Derek C. Bok Award for Excellence in Graduate Student Teaching
by bari walsh
In addition to pursuing their own research, GSAS students fill essential roles
as teachers and mentors to Harvard’s
talented undergraduates. As teaching
fellows, they work alongside faculty
members to develop curricula, plan sections, and shape syllabi and assignments.
They’ve been leaders in adopting new
technologies and creative pedagogical
strategies to engage students. The best
TFs bring those strategies back to their
departments, helping to train new TFs
and bolstering departments’ commitment
to undergraduate teaching.
Each year, GSAS joins with the Derek
Bok Center for Teaching and Learning
to present the Derek C. Bok Award for
Excellence in Graduate Student Teaching
of Undergraduates. As Dean Allan Brandt
said, prior to honoring the five winners of
the 2011 award, “It is critical that this community respect, nurture, and honor great
teaching. Teaching closes the circle from
one generation of students and scholars to
the next. This award celebrates the remarkable role our graduate students play in the
life of the University.”
The award winners are selected from a
list of students nominated by their departments. They each receive a citation and a
$1,000 prize, made possible by a gift from
David G. Nathan ’51, MD ’55, the Robert
A. Stranahan Distinguished Professor of
Pediatrics at Harvard Medical School, and
his wife Jean Louise Friedman Nathan.

◗ Katherine Baldiga
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◗ Rowan Dorin
Rowan Dorin, a PhD candidate in the
Department of History, mastered the
challenging environs of Professor Michael
McCormick’s large, broad-based General
Education course, Societies of the World 41:
Medieval Europe. Leading sections where
TFs closely analyze with their students a
primary source in translation that illuminates each week’s lecture, Rowan “used his
unique insights as a former undergraduate here to develop the perfect persona of
teacher-scholar, gentle judge, and quiet coconspirator with each student to help them
succeed despite the demanding professor,”
writes Professor McCormick.
Rowan was an inventive discussion
leader. “We had to tackle some seriously
dense and difficult subjects and texts,” one
student wrote in evaluation, “but you had
a lot of different activities with which to
approach them, and I love that you encouraged fierce discussion, sometimes even
letting us get slightly derailed by a good
argument. At the same time, you kept the
course focused and brisk, and encouraged
everyone to feel comfortable voicing their
opinions. I’ve never worked with a better or
more enthusiastic TF.”
Rowan was also a thorough respondent
to each student’s work. He even received
praise in evaluations for his high standards,
with one student commending him on the
“hilarious and shocking” way in which he
revealed “the real quality of my work (without grade inflation).”

◗ Jennifer Hou
Physics PhD candidate Jennifer Hou distinguished herself on the outstanding team of
TFs who helped Professor Michael Brenner
develop his popular Science and Cooking
course last fall in the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences. In planning for
the class, the team held bi-weekly cooking
parties to help develop lectures, labs, and
homework, and Jen often led in these efforts, coming up with detailed strategies for
the class and pushing for assignments to be
as challenging as possible.
“In terms of teaching, Jen was nothing
short of spectacular,” Professor Brenner
writes. Fifty students — including twenty
who were *not* in one of her two sections —
contributed to her 4.52 average evaluation.
As one student wrote, “Jen puts everything
she has into this class. Her office hours were
supposed to end at 11 p.m. but she was often
up until 1 or 2 a.m.”
Another said Jen was “helpful at
showing us how to tie the concepts learned
in lecture to the labs and the homework.
This made the class seem very cohesive
and made the objectives of each week very
clear.”
Still another student singled out Jen’s
personal attentiveness. “She was truly concerned about all her students, and her infectious good vibes made the environment of
lab all the more enjoyable. If I were related
to Jen, she would be my favorite cousin.”

◗ Jack Huizenga
Jack Huizenga, a PhD candidate in the
Department of Mathematics, has a passion
for his field that shines through his creative
teaching and enthusiastic engagement with
students. In two semesters of teaching Multivariable Calculus Math 21a, he has drawn
outstanding evaluations from students, who
praise the clarity of his lesson plans and his
down-to-earth and humorous style.
Holding busy office hours on the
couches of the common area in the Math
Department, Jack projects both the competence of an experienced teacher and
the fresh perspective of a novice, writes
Wilfried Schmid, the Dwight Parker Robinson Professor of Mathematics. “Jack has
mastered the art of fostering within his
sections a supportive and effective learning community, and his students have
recognized that his classroom is the ideal
setting in which to learn this difficult
material,” Professor Schmid says.
Jack was the only graduate student TF
asked to give a course-wide midterm review
session for all 250 students in Math 21a.

friday, august 26, open house 7-9:30; dance/party 9:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m. Come
to Dudley’s biggest party of the year! Our theme is the Roaring 20s, in honor of Dudley’s
20th anniversary. Meet up with old friends, or get to know Dudley for the first time.

The session was so successful that Jack was
asked to give a second one before the final,
and he posted his review materials and
worksheets on his website, so they benefitted not only the students but the other TFs.
He consistently finds time to help the new
TFs understand how to anticipate the challenges of each week’s material, and how to
overcome them.

Porgy and Bess at the American Repertory Theater

tuesday, august 30; leave dudley at 7 p.m. Join us for an outing to the ART’s much-discussed,
Broadway-bound production of the Gershwins’ Porgy and Bess. Special discount tickets of $25 for GSAS
students and their guests. ◆ Hosted by the Dudley Arts Fellows: Ivanna Yi, Tom Wisiniewski, and Cherie Ramirez.
Contact Ivanna Yi (iyi@fas.harvard.edu).

◗ Viktoriia Liublinska
Viktoriia Liublinska, a fourth-year student
in the Department of Statistics, has carried
the statistical education of undergraduates
in exciting and entirely new directions, according to Professors Xiou-Li Meng, Joseph
Blitzstein, and Carl Morris.
As the Department Teaching Fellow in
Statistics, Viktoriia has integrated research
and teaching in a way that models her
department’s similar commitment. After
having taken a leading role in implementing student-created video projects in the
General Education course EM 16: Real-Life
Statistics, Viktoriia then stepped up to
become the first TF in the department to
conduct a randomized experiment designed
to compare the effectiveness of multimedia assignments like these to the more
traditional problem-set — an area where
pedagogical research is lacking.
Viktoriia deliberately challenges herself
to TF for a different course each term. She’s
taught — and learned from — a larger crosssection of students than most TFs, and she’s
been able to cross-pollinate by applying
ideas from one course to another.
Comments from her students make it
clear how dedicated and caring she is. As
one Gen Ed student writes, “She was always
there for us — whether through office
hours, sections, before class, after class, or
e-mail. She was always accessible and so
willing to help us understand.”

Read more about teaching
and learning: www.gsas.
harvard.edu/teaching

Fall Sports and Games Pub

wednesday, august 31, 7–9 p.m. Come learn more about Dudley House athletics and
sign up for fall intramural teams. Food and drink will be served in the Dudley game room!
◆ Hosted by Dudley Athletics Fellows: Anshul Kumar and Seth Peabody
(dudley.harvard.edu/athletics).

Dudley Review Launch Party

thursday, september 8, 8–10 p.m. Join us in Dudley’s Fireside Room to celebrate the launch of the
17th issue of the Dudley literary journal. Over wine and cheese, we’ll salute our contributors, hear some
readings, hand out copies of the Review, and talk about upcoming literary events.
◆ Hosted by the Dudley Literary Fellows: Mary Di Salvo and Florin-Stefan Morar (dudley_literary@yahoo.com).

GSAS Cookout

Saturday, September 10, 1–4 p.m., 36 Oxford Street lawns. Kickstart the academic year with burgers
and hot dogs — and veggie options, too! Proper ID required for alcohol.

Mount Moosilauke Retreat

illustration (previous spread) by anne smith

A PhD candidate in the Department of
Economics, Katherine Baldiga is an accessible, approachable, reassuring teacher who
inspires her students not just to learn, but
to embark on the kinds of deep inquiries
that help them to become scholars in their
own right.
As a thesis leader this year, Katie’s
job was to train her undergraduates to do
original research, rather than presentations
or analyses of existing work. She guided her
students down eight unique paths of their
own choosing, writes Alberto Alesina, the
Director of Graduate Studies in Economics.
She oversaw empirical, experimental, and
theoretical work, adapting her own style
to the needs of the project and the student,
while providing useful feedback on topics
as diverse as consumer confidence, cell
phone–related traffic accidents, the market

for luxury goods, and work-life balance
issues for women.
Katie also worked with Jerry Green, the
John Leverett Professor in the University, to
develop from scratch the materials for Economics 1070/2070, a course on normative
economics, which had never been taught
at the undergraduate level at Harvard. The
course turned out to be the highest-rated
undergraduate class in the department,
and Katie the highest-rated TF. “Teaching
is more than just clear presentations and
well-written notes,” writes Professor Green.
“It is a multidimensional challenge. Katie
excelled at all of it.”

Discover Dudley

friday, september 23–sunday september 25. Our annual retreat to the Moosilauke Ravine
Lodge in the White Mountains of New Hampshire is always a highlight of the year. Enjoy fall foliage, hearty lodge meals, and scenic hiking trails. Cost: $150 per person, which includes transportation, meals, and lodging. Drivers are needed, and those willing to take 3 or more passengers go for
free. ◆ Hosted by the Dudley Outings Fellows: Pan-Pan Jiang (pjiang@oeb.harvard.edu), Anna Leshinskaya
(anna.leshinskaya@gmail.com), and Christopher Brown (cebrown@fas.harvard.edu).

Dudley House Celebrating 20 years as the Graduate Student Center
Lehman Hall, Harvard Yard ◆ www.dudley.harvard.edu ◆ 617-495-2255
house masters James M. Hogle and Doreen M. Hogle ◆ house administrator Susan Zawalich
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Introducing the 2011–2012
GSAS Fulbright Winners

Prints and the Pursuit of Knowledge
in Early Modern Europe

Eight Cultural Exchange Fulbright grants from the Institute of International Education were
awarded to GSAS students last spring, allowing them to conduct dissertation or other advanced
research abroad in 2011–12.
Here are the GSAS Fulbright winners and their topics:

Andrew McDowell, Anthropology, India
Negotiating Bodies: A Study of Knowledge and Tuberculosis Control in North India

Jakobina Arch, History, Japan
An Environmental History of Whaling in Early Modern Japan

I propose to study India’s Revised National Tuberculosis Control Program and ideas
about the human bodies. I use this lens to understand how knowledge changes or hybridizes as it moves through institutions and interpersonal interactions in India. I concentrate
on three sites: Delhi, Jaipur and Bari Sadri (Rajasthan). In each, I will look at various
institutions and actors to see how their understanding of bodies may be a blend of several
ideas.

Peter Christensen, Architecture, Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning, Germany
Berlin to Baghdad: Cultural and Architectural Exchange Before the Central Powers,
1870-1914
I propose to study the architectural and cultural exchanges between the German, AustroHungarian and Ottoman Empires in the approximate time period of 1870-1914, framed
in the context of their alliance as a geopolitical entity, the Central Powers, in World War
I. The majority of sources relating to important facets of this topic, museum collections
and archives of the construction of the Berlin-Baghdad railway are located in archives in
Berlin, Leipzig and Hamburg.

Kyle Jaros, Government, China (declined)
Foreign Economic Strategies of China’s Interior Provinces
My research examines the foreign economic strategies of China’s interior provinces
and the political factors behind these strategies. Frustrated with lagging behind
coastal areas, interior provinces have adopted various state-led initiatives to promote
foreign economic ties. Through comparative study of eight provinces’ experiences
between 1992 and 2010, including intensive case analysis of Shaanxi and Sichuan
Provinces, I will explore how leadership factors, institutional arrangements, and
policy debates contributed to variation in provincial strategies across locales and over
time. I will use my Fulbright-Hays grant to carry out 10 months of field research in
Beijing (where I would seek affiliation with Peking University’s School of Government), Shaanxi Province, and Sichuan Province.

My dissertation will investigate the Board of Rites and its paramount influence in
late imperial China. In taking up this important (but little understood) administrative organ, my dissertation will argue that the Board’s regulation of nearly all aspects
of social and political life in the Qing dynasty (1644-1911) determined the parameters
through which people negotiated the power relations that shaped their social and
political environment. While most studies of Chinese political organization focus on
a single period or event, I will account for both change and continuity over time by
looking at how the Board’s institutionalization of different rites in different eras gave
birth to new criteria that constituted and reconstituted the political order.

ments have one — a
librarian who can help
you identify resources in the
libraries and devise research
strategies for classes, term
papers, theses, and
dissertations.

2

vard.edu and http://
lib.harvard.edu. You’ll
find a wealth of information,
including hours, locations,
links to HOLLIS (the online
catalog) and online databases
(such as JSTOR and Web of
Science), and applications for
library services like Interlibrary Loan and requests from
the Harvard Depository.
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September 6, 5–8 p.m. www.harvardartmuseums.org/ppk

Hendrick Goltzius, Portrait of Nicolaus Petri van Deventer, 1595. Engraving. Harvard Art Museums/Fogg Museum,
Gift of John S. Newberry, M6486. Photo: Department of Digital Imaging and Visual Resources, Harvard Art Museums,
© 2011 President and Fellows of Harvard College.

Conversations among Hindu practitioners about what goes on in a temple, or what
ought to go on in a temple, reveal conceptual worlds that disclose the place that this
traditional institution holds in the lives of Hindus today. These conceptual worlds, in
turn, also concretely affect temple life, determining to a large extent what does and
does not take place in terms of temple ritual, aesthetics, organization, leadership,
and relationships among human and divine figures. I propose to conduct in-depth,
long-term ethnographic studies of these diverse groups of people who make use of
Kalighat, the most important temple in the urban metropolis of Kolkata, and one that
has surprisingly never been the focus of any fulsome ethnographic account.

Finnian Moore Gerety, Sanskrit and Indian Studies, India
Soma Songs: Nambudiri Samaveda
My dissertation in the Department of Sanskrit & Indian Studies at Harvard University investigates the transmission, ritual performance and history of Samaveda
in South India, focusing on the udgatar (“lead singer”), one of the four main priests
in the archaic Soma sacrifices that have been practiced for two millennia by the
orthoprax Nambudiri Brahmins of Kerala. I explore the continuities and discontinuities between the udgatar’s role according to ancient Sanskrit ritual handbooks and
his role today among the Nambudiris. My project combines textual research with
ethnographic fieldwork centered around the planned performance of a Soma sacrifice
in spring 2012, seeking to arrive at some understanding of how archaic Samavedic traditions persist in modern India, how they are regarded socially, and what place they
have in Hindu praxis.

I will provide a new intellectual history of early Indian nationalism through a critical
reexamination of Dadabhai Naoroji, a pioneering nationalist figure. My study will
demonstrate how early nationalism had far greater influence and intellectual vitality
than scholars have otherwise acknowledged. I argue that Naoroji--shaped by the
politics of Bombay and his own Parsi community--played a critical role in establishing the Congress Party’s secular tone and the moderate, pluralist politics of the entire
nationalist movement. I also argue for Naoroji’s importance in endowing the movement with many transnational dimensions. Relying upon largely neglected archival
resources, my study will help us better understand many of the political values and
ideas that continue to shape modern Indian democracy. n

Whether you are searching for research materials or teaching aids, the Harvard College Library has everything you’ll need, on any subject you can imagine.

1

n

Deonnie Moodie, Committee on the Study of Religion, India
Contesting the Temple: Kalighat in Contemporary Bengali
Conceptual Worlds

Five Things about the Libraries
Learn to use the
two library websites: http://hcl.har-

Join us for the opening night panel discussion and reception.

Dinyar Patel, History, India
The Grand Old Man: Dadabhai Naoroji and the Contours of Indian Nationalism

Macabe Keliher, East Asian Languages and Civilizations, China
Rites and the Board of Rites: The Institutionalization of Political Order in
Late Imperial China

Get to know your
department’s Library
Liaison. All FAS depart-

This major new exhibition examines how celebrated Northern Renaissance artists contributed to the
scientific discoveries of the 16th century. Taking into consideration prints, books, maps, and scientific
instruments like sundials, globes, astrolabes, and armillary spheres, the show examines relationships
between their producers and their production, as well as among the objects themselves.

Harvard News Office

My project explores the complex history of Japanese whaling in the Tokugawa (16031868) and Meiji (1868-1912) eras, using four case studies that illuminate the connections
between scientific thinking, economics, social organization and religious beliefs in early
modern Japan. There are only two book-length studies of Japanese whaling in English,
both focused on modern whaling. My project will provide not just a new look at the whaling industry in early modern Japanese history, but also will enrich our understanding of
relationships between the Japanese people and the natural world. I will be affiliated with
Professor Akihisa Setoguchi of Osaka City University.

September 6–December 10, 2011
Arthur M. Sackler Museum

3

Apply for a study
carrel. Make the

library your research
base — and your
home away from
home. You're going to be
spending most of your time
here anyway!

4

Learn to use
library research
guides. HCL

librarians create a variety of
research guides to assist your
in your work, ranging from
guides for first-time library
users to subject guides and
course-specific guides.

5

Save time, get
savvy. Learn to use

research tools like
Citation Linker, the
LibX toolbar, and
citation management tools.
Learn to use the free scanners
and the free Scan and Deliver
service.

Working for the Public Good
Three GSAS students were among the first cohort of winners of Harvard’s new Presidential Public Service Fellowships, established last
year by President Drew Faust. Out of the more than 100 students who applied, 10 students were awarded grants of up to $5,000 for undergraduates and $10,000 for graduate students.
The inaugural class of fellows includes Evelyn Boettcher, a second-year AM candidate in Regional Studies–East Asia. This summer,
Boettcher interned with the US military’s China Strategic Focus Group at US Pacific Command (PACOM) in Hawaii, with the aim of expanding her interest in building a strong U.S.-China bilateral relationship.
“My graduate studies at Harvard have truly helped me prepare for the foreign policy and security studies research I conduct,” Boettcher says. “I decided to pursue an internship at PACOM in order to better understand the formation and implementation of U.S. foreign policy
from a military perspective. The work I do at PACOM makes a direct contribution to the U.S.-China foreign policy discussion and its implementation, and I am very proud to be able to help facilitate a better mutual understanding between our two nations.”
The cohort also includes John Hulsey, an artist, writer, and filmmaker who is also a fifth-year PhD candidate in film and visual studies.
This summer, he worked with Boston community organizations to generate performances, projections, and public actions to speak out
about the experience of people facing eviction and foreclosure.
“I am working with City Life/Vida Urbana, a grassroots community organization based in Jamaica Plain [a neighborhood of Boston]
that works with Boston-area homeowners and tenants to fight eviction and displacement,” Hulsey says. “Together with local area residents,
we are creating an audiovisual project in which we will project people’s public letters in sites around Boston. By giving voice to the struggles
faced by local families, these events will aim to raise awareness and create public discourse about economic, racial, and social inequality in
the city, particularly around the issue of housing.”
The final GSAS fellow for 2011 is Tsione Wolde-Michael, a fourth-year PhD candidate in history, with a secondary field in African and
African American Studies. Wolde-Michael’s research interests include the intersections of gender and race, particularly as they relate
to comparative nineteenth-century slavery. This summer she took a curatorial internship at the National Museum of African American
History and Culture in Washington, D.C., contributing to exhibitions that connected her interest in public history to her commitment to
community engagement. — Jennifer Doody

“The work I do at
PACOM makes a
direct contribution
to the U.S.-China
foreign policy
discussion and its
implementation, and
I am very proud to be
able to help facilitate
a better mutual
understanding
between our two
nations.”
—Evelyn Boettcher

Learn more about public service at
Harvard, and about these students:
service.harvard.edu
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Get Out!

Want to explore campus and beyond?
Jump on a Harvard shuttle and ride for free.
◗ The University Shuttle Service operates fixed-route bus service during the academic year
(except university holidays and semester breaks) throughout the Cambridge and Allston campuses.
◗ Masco operates the M2 shuttle between Cambridge and Longwood (except holidays). With stops at
Central Square, MIT, the Back Bay, and Kenmore Square, the M2 is a cheap substitute for a guided tour of
Boston highlights.
Find a shuttle now: http://www.shuttle.harvard.edu/

Job Talk
Periodic updates on careers, professional development,
and life after graduate school
Welcome to new and returning students from the Office of Career Services (OCS).
No matter what stage of your graduate program you are in, we encourage you to take a fresh
look at your professional and career development.
For more information on OCS, including GSAS-specific offerings, please visit
www.ocs.fas.harvard.edu. You can also drop in during GSAS walk-in hours, every Monday
from 1–4 p.m., at 54 Dunster Street.
To stay informed about workshops, job opportunities, career fairs, and other events,
subscribe to either or both of our GSAS listservs. One provides essential information about
academic careers, and the other focuses on nonacademic opportunities.
Go to www.ocs.fas.harvard.edu and click on “For Students,” then “Join a ListServ.”
Preparing for Academic Careers:
The “Becoming Faculty” Series
OCS and GSAS have teamed up to offer a comprehensive series of events to help advanced
graduate students prepare for the academic job market. Watch the OCS website for details on
more “Becoming Faculty” events throughout the fall.
n CV’s and Cover Letters

Thursday, September 1, 10–11:30 a.m., OCS Conference Room.
n Going on the Academic Market

Monday, September 12, 3–4:30 p.m., OCS Conference Room.
n Preparing for Conference, Phone, and Video Interviews

Connect to
GSAS Online
More News
Bookmark the GSAS news site for
features about graduate student life
at Harvard and timely information
about careers, fellowships, teaching, and deadlines!
www.gsas.harvard.edu/news
All About You
As you move through your degree,
keep track of your grades, status, and
outstanding requirements by using
the Graduate School’s Student Progress Database.
https://asperin.fas.harvard.edu/
progress
Your faculty advisor can also view your
information, and your department
administrator can update it if anything
looks erroneous or incomplete

Wednesday, September 28, 9:30–11 a.m., OCS Conference Room.
Read more career news:
www.gsas.harvard.edu/careers

Follow HarvardGSAS
Find us on Twitter and Facebook.

